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To the Editor,
As a postscript to the two recent articles inMedical Phys-

ics on the Curies’ discovery of radium, and its application
medicine,1,2 it is interesting to note that the Curies were al
responsible for the discovery of radon-222, the naturally
curring radioactive gas which is of much current interest
terms of background radiation exposure to the gen
population.3,4

Their discovery followed closely on the insights of Rut
erford and Owens in 1899 who, studying the ‘‘emanation
from thorium, made the key observation that ‘‘the radiati
from thorium oxide was not constant, but varied in a m
capricious manner’’ whereas ‘‘all the compounds of uraniu
give out a radiation which is remarkably constant.’’5 For
example, if a door was opened, the amount of thorium e
nation decreased, and if fresh air was blown across the
tector, the thorium emanations decreased. Based on t
observations Rutherford concluded that ‘‘the emanat
...acts like an ordinary gas,’’ and ‘‘the intensity of the rad
tion has fallen to one half its value after an interval of abo
one minute.’’6 In modern terminology, Rutherford an
Owens had discovered radon in the form of the short-liv
isotope radon-220~half life 51 s!.

Later in 1899, Pierre and Marie Curie, studying the em
nations from radium, concluded that ‘‘elle reste radioact
pendant plusieurs jours’’@it stayed radioactive for severa
days#.7 The Curies had detected the isotope radon-222~half
life 3.8 days!, which is primarily responsible for domesti
radon-progeny exposure, though they remained equivoca
to whether this emanation was, in fact, a gas: In 1901 Pi
Curie and Debierne discussed ‘‘la formation continue de
radio-actifs’’ @the continual formation of radioactive ga#
from radium,8 but in Marie Curie’s 1903 doctoral thesis sh
suggested that ‘‘we think, M. Curie and I, that the suppo
tion that radium emits a gas is not yet justified.’’9 In fact that
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the emanations emitted by radium are a radioactive gas
clearly demonstrated by Rutherford and Brooks in 190110

though they were careful to give credit to the prior obser
tions of the Curies.

It is interesting to note that most standard sources11 on the
chemical elements list Ernst Dorn as the discoverer of rad
in 1900. In fact Dorn had basically repeated the Curies’
periment with more active radium compounds.12
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